Welcome to the newest generation in fully powered, portable drum movers from Liftomatic! This unit is safe and efficient for all of your operators to use! Our power drive units will lift, transport and move drums effortlessly.

Proven Parrot-Beak® clamping system ensures a safe and effective grip on every drum– every time! For loading and unloading drums or transporting over long distances, the Ergo750-PWPL-CB is ideal. Counterbalanced design reduces footprint and required aisle size. Cushioned belt-cradles protect the drum’s sidewall during pick-up and transport. 12-month warranty against defects in parts or workmanship!

**UNIT SPECIFICATIONS [CUSTOMIZING AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST]:**

- **Length:** 57” (standard)
- **Wheel Base:** 30”
- **Width:** 30”
- **Capacity:** 750 Pounds
- **Height:** 52”
- **Travel Speed:** 1-3mph (programmable)
- **Weight:** 1000 Pounds
- **Power Source:** 24V DC battery system

- **Lift Height:** 16” Standard (24” Optional)

- **Options:** Double Parrot-Beak® clamp system, Spark Resistant Packages, EE / EX Packages, Additional Lift & Capacity Available!

Liftomatic Mtl Hdlg, Inc.
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Web: www.liftomatic.com
Email: info@liftomatic.com

Tough Jobs Demand Tough Equipment!